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Abstract In nutrient-limited conditions, phytoplankton growth at fronts is enhanced by winds, which
drive upward nutrient fluxes via enhanced turbulent mixing and upwelling. Hence, depth-integrated phyto-
plankton biomass can be 10 times greater at isolated fronts. Using theory and two-dimensional simulations
with a coupled physical-biogeochemical ocean model, this paper builds conceptual understanding of the
physical processes driving upward nutrient fluxes at fronts forced by unsteady winds with timescales of
4–16 days. The largest vertical nutrient fluxes occur when the surface mixing layer penetrates the nutricline,
which fuels phytoplankton in the mixed layer. At a front, mixed layer deepening depends on the magnitude
and direction of the wind stress, cross-front variations in buoyancy and velocity at the surface, and potential
vorticity at the base of the mixed layer, which itself depends on past wind events. Consequently, mixing
layers are deeper and more intermittent in time at fronts than outside fronts. Moreover, mixing can decou-
ple in time from the wind stress, even without other sources of physical variability. Wind-driven upwelling
also enhances depth-integrated phytoplankton biomass at fronts; when the mixed layer remains shallower
than the nutricline, this results in enhanced subsurface phytoplankton. Oscillatory along-front winds induce
both oscillatory and mean upwelling. The mean effect of oscillatory vertical motion is to transiently increase
subsurface phytoplankton over days to weeks, whereas slower mean upwelling sustains this increase over
weeks to months. Taken together, these results emphasize that wind-driven phytoplankton growth is both
spatially and temporally intermittent and depends on a diverse combination of physical processes.

1. Introduction

Observations reveal significant spatiotemporal variability in phytoplankton chlorophyll at the ocean meso-
scale (10–100 km, days to weeks) [e.g., Gower et al., 1980; Denman and Abbott, 1994] and submesoscale
(0.1–10 km, hours to days) [e.g., Strass, 1992; Yoder et al., 1993; Washburn et al., 1998; Thyssen et al., 2009;
van Gennip et al., 2016; Moses et al., 2016]. However, the phytoplankton variability at these scales is driven
by coupled physical, biogeochemical, and ecosystem dynamics that are mostly unresolved in global cou-
pled ocean-biogeochemistry models, difficult to observe, and poorly understood.

In some circumstances, frontal dynamics may significantly modify phytoplankton biomass distributions and
growth rates at the mesoscale and submesoscale [e.g., Woods, 1988; Strass, 1992; L�evy et al., 2001; L�evy and
Klein, 2004; Klein and Lapeyre, 2009; McGillicuddy, 2016; Mahadevan, 2016]. Mesoscale and submesoscale
fronts are ubiquitous [e.g., Mied et al., 1986; Pollard and Regier, 1992; Orsi et al., 1995; Rudnick and Luyten,
1996; Nagai et al., 2009; Belkin et al., 2009; Inoue et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012], and observations show that
fronts are associated with anomalous biogeochemical properties relative to the waters on either side. In par-
ticular, fronts are associated with elevated nutrients and stronger upward nutrient fluxes [e.g., Allen et al.,
2005; Li et al., 2012], higher primary productivity [e.g., Fern�andez and Pingree, 1996], more chlorophyll and
depth-integrated biomass [e.g., Claustre et al., 1994; Granata et al., 1995; Fern�andez and Pingree, 1996; Nie-
wiadomska et al., 2008; Davis et al., 2008; Li et al., 2012], different plankton communities [e.g., Claustre et al.,
1994; Taylor et al., 2012; Krause et al., 2015], and larger organic carbon export fluxes [e.g., Omand et al., 2015;
Stukel et al., 2017]. Moreover, numerical simulations suggest several reasons why fronts are associated with
anomalous biogeochemistry. For example, in regions where phytoplankton growth is limited by low nutri-
ent concentrations, phytoplankton growth is enhanced at fronts, where the nutrient transport to the eupho-
tic zone is enhanced due to: (1) upwelling driven by meandering and frontogenesis [e.g., Woods, 1988;
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Mahadevan and Archer, 2000; L�evy et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2001; Lima et al., 2002; Klein and Lapeyre, 2009],
(2) upwelling in wind-driven vertical circulations [e.g., Franks and Walstad, 1997; Nagai et al., 2008; Mahade-
van et al., 2008; L�evy et al., 2009], (3) upwelling in symmetric instability (SI) cells [e.g., Brannigan, 2016], and
(4) nutrient entrainment into deeper surface mixing layers (SXLs) [e.g., L�evy et al., 2009; Whitt et al., 2017].
However, the global significance of frontal physics for biogeochemistry is still a subject of ongoing study
because fronts are difficult to resolve in global ocean-biogeochemistry simulations and difficult to observe
in the ocean [e.g., Oschlies, 2002; McGillicuddy et al., 2003; Ferrari, 2011; L�evy et al., 2012a,2012b; McGillicuddy,
2016; Mahadevan, 2016].

Moreover, the conceptual models of the physical processes driving biogeochemical dynamics at fronts are
incomplete. For example, although it is well-known that wind can modify biogeochemistry at a front by
enhancing vertical mixing and vertical advection at the front, it is not known how the different timescales
associated with unsteady wind [see e.g., Gille, 2005] impact vertical nutrient transport and biogeochemistry
at a front. L�evy et al. [2009] and Whitt et al. [2017] suggest that high-frequency near-inertial wind variance
(at periods ranging from about 0.5–2 days), which generates inertial oscillations in the ocean mixed layer,
significantly enhances vertical transport of nutrient and hence phytoplankton growth at fronts. This paper
takes another step toward a more complete conceptual understanding of how wind-stress variability
impacts biogeochemistry at fronts by exploring how lower-frequency synoptic-to-planetary scale wind vari-
ance (at periods ranging from 4 to 16 days) impacts vertical nutrient transport and phytoplankton biomass
at fronts in nutrient-limited open-ocean conditions in the midlatitudes (this context will be assumed
hereafter).

The analysis is conducted using output from numerical simulations of idealized fronts in a two-dimensional
(2-D) coupled physical-biogeochemical ocean model configuration similar to Franks and Walstad [1997] and
forced by different wind scenarios; the simulation setup is described in section 2. In order to highlight the
effects of the time-dependent winds, several potentially relevant physical processes are excluded from the
simulations presented here, including frontal meandering [unlike Woods, 1988; L�evy et al., 2001], three-
dimensional mixed-layer baroclinic instabilities [unlike Mahadevan et al., 2012; Taylor, 2016], spatial varia-
tions in the wind stress on the horizontal scale of the ocean fronts [unlike Martin and Richards, 2001; McGilli-
cuddy et al., 2007], and explicit influences from larger-scale oceanic processes. In addition, only modest
wind stress magnitudes jsj < 0:25 N/m2 (wind speeds less than about 12.5 m/s at 10 m height) are consid-
ered; the effects of very intense storms are not considered.

This paper makes three main contributions to the literature on physical-biogeochemical interaction at
ocean fronts. First, section 3 characterizes the nutrient transport and phytoplankton biomass response at a
front forced by a transient (i.e., 8 day long) along-front wind stress with a constant magnitude. Although
the physics that modifies nutrient transport and phytoplankton biomass at a front forced by a transient con-
stant wind stress has been discussed previously [e.g., Franks and Walstad, 1997; Thomas, 2005; Mahadevan
et al., 2008; Nagai et al., 2008; Brannigan, 2016], novel insights are derived from a new physical theory, which
encapsulates the primary physical processes that modify phytoplankton biomass at a front forced by a tran-
sient constant wind stress in a single differential equation. The second main contribution, in section 4, is a
characterization of the nutrient transport and phytoplankton biomass response at a front forced by oscilla-
tory low-frequency wind (with 4–16 day periods characteristic of synoptic-to-planetary scale atmospheric
variability). These simulation results reveal two physical hysteresis effects that modify biogeochemistry
under oscillatory wind, are absent in the simulation forced by a transient constant wind and, as far as we
know, have not been noted in a previous publication. The third main contribution, in section 5, is a charac-
terization of the nutrient transport and phytoplankton biomass response at a front forced by a realistic
wind. Although it is beyond the scope of this article to fully explore how phytoplankton respond to
unsteady wind over a front, the simulation forced by the realistic wind provides some insight into: (1) how
phytoplankton biomass might respond to unsteady wind at a front under a more realistic wind forcing, and
(2) the robustness of the conclusions derived from more idealized simulations.

2. Simulation Setup

This paper’s interpretation of the biogeochemical response to wind at a front is based primarily on simula-
tions with a 2-D coupled physical-biogeochemical ocean model. The first three sections below describe the
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2-D model, including (2.1) the physical model and initial conditions, (2.2) the biogeochemical model and ini-
tial conditions, and (2.3) the wind forcing scenarios. Section 2.4 describes a 1-D version of the physical-
biogeochemical model that is used to help interpret the 2-D simulations.

2.1. Two-Dimensional Physical Model and Initial Condition
The 2-D physical model is based on the incompressible hydrostatic primitive equations on a midlati-
tude f-plane (f 51024 s21) with the Boussinesq approximation and only one dynamical tracer, that is
density q or equivalently buoyancy b52gq=q0, where q051027 kg/m3 is the reference density of sea-
water and g 5 9.81 m/s2 is the acceleration due to gravity. Only low-aspect-ratio hydrostatic motions
are explicitly resolved in the simulations; nonhydrostatic processes such as convection, Kelvin-
Helmholtz type shear instabilities, mixing by high-frequency internal wave breaking, and three-
dimensional turbulence are parameterized by the K-profile-parameterization (KPP) scheme [e.g., Large
et al., 1994]. The analysis will refer at various points to the surface boundary layer (SBL), which is
defined as in Large et al. [1994] (see (1) in the supporting information) and represents the depth of the
surface layer of high vertical diffusivity and viscosity. The SBL is to be compared with the surface mix-
ing layer (SXL), a term which is used in this paper to loosely describe the dynamically active layer
encompassing strong wind-driven vertical tracer and momentum fluxes due to both resolved and
parameterized processes. The SXL and the SBL are in many cases nearly identical, but sometimes differ
in the simulations presented in this paper due to low-aspect-ratio SI with horizontal wavelengths �1
km [e.g., Thomas, 2005; Taylor and Ferrari, 2010], which is partially resolved here [Bachman and Taylor,
2014] and sometimes extends below the SBL. The explicit horizontal viscosity mh51 m2/s is constant
and crudely represents the horizontal mixing of momentum by small-scale internal waves and vortical
motions that are not resolved. The explicit horizontal diffusivity Kh 5 0 m2/s in order to isolate the
effects of tracer transport by resolved advection and parameterized vertical mixing. The chosen compu-
tational grid has a uniform horizontal grid spacing of Dy5300 m and a stretched vertical grid spacing
with higher resolution near the surface (Dz � 2 m at z 5 2100 m depth). The resolution is sufficiently
fine that halving the grid spacing in both the horizontal and vertical directions (e.g., in the simulation
labeled DR for double resolution in Table 1) does not significantly change the results (see supporting
information Figure S10). Additional details of the numerical implementation in the Regional Ocean
Modeling System (ROMS) appear in supporting information section S2 [Shchepetkin and McWilliams,
2005; Smolarkiewicz and Margolin, 1998; Large et al., 1994].

Table 1. List of All the Forcing Scenarios Associated With 2-D Simulations in This Papera

Label Surface Stress Function Mixing Grid (y 3 z) Orient

1. NF 0 KPP 400 3 200 n/a
2. XW :18 cos ð:09ftÞ KPP 400 3 200 Along-front
3. YW :18 cos ð:09ftÞ KPP 400 3 200 Across-front
4. VM 0 Kzðy; zÞ5�K t

zðy; zÞ in XW 400 3 200 n/a
5. VMT 0 Kzðy; z; tÞ as in XW 400 3 200 n/a
6. CM :18 cos ð:09ftÞ Kz5231025 400 3 200 Along-front
7. CW 0.06 KPP 400 3 200 Along-front
8. RW From buoy data KPP 400 3 200 Variable
9. XW.06 :06 cos ð:09ftÞ KPP 400 3 200 Along-front
10. XW.12 :12 cos ð:09ftÞ KPP 400 3 200 Along-front
11. XW.24 :24 cos ð:09ftÞ KPP 400 3 200 Along-front
12. XW 4d :12 cos ð:18ftÞ KPP 400 3 200 Along-front
13. XW 16d :12 cos ð:045ftÞ KPP 400 3 200 Along-front
14. XW DR :18 cos ð:09ftÞ KPP 800 3 400 Along-front

aThe surface stress is in N/m2 and the vertical diffusivity Kz is in m2/s. The mixing column indicates the vertical mixing scheme. KPP
means that the vertical diffusivity applied to biogeochemical variables varies in time and space and is equal to the vertical diffusivity of
density determined by the KPP scheme, whereas CM (constant biogeochemical mixing) indicates that the vertical mixing coefficients
applied to biogeochemical variables are constant and momentum/density mixing is determined by KPP. VM (variable mixing) indicates
that the vertical mixing coefficients applied to all variables are fixed as a spatially variable input, whereas VMT (time-variable vertical
mixing) indicates that the vertical mixing coefficients applied to all variables are imposed as spatially and temporally variable inputs.
The input mixing coefficients are chosen to match the 75 day time mean (VM) and the 3 h-average output from the XW simulation
(VMT). All the idealized wind stresses are oriented along the front in X (i.e., they are x-winds) except YW, which is oriented in the cross-
front direction (i.e., as y-winds). In the realistic wind scenario (RW), the wind magnitude and direction vary with time as described in sec-
tion 5.
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The physical initial condition is constructed, as described in supporting information section S3, to represent
an open-ocean region without boundaries or variable bathymetry and with isolated geostrophic fronts with
characteristics that are intermediate between the mesoscale and submesoscale. The initial density and
velocity fields for all the simulations are shown in Figure 1a. The domain contains a pair of isolated surface-
intensified geostrophic fronts superimposed on a background stratification @b=@z5231025 s22. The
domain is periodic in the cross-front direction and bounded by a flat bottom at z 5 21000 m and a free sur-
face at z 5 0 m. Since fronts are anisotropic features with much stronger vertical and cross-front gradients
than along-front gradients [e.g., Fedorov, 1986], the simulated fronts have strong vertical (z) and cross-front
(y) gradients and zero along-front (x) gradient. That is, all three components of the velocity vector are
retained, but all resolved processes are uniform in the along-front direction (@=@x50).

This paper builds a conceptual understanding of the physical and biogeochemical response to unsteady
winds at a geostrophic front with physical characteristics that are broadly representative of observed fronts.
In particular, the simulations are not designed to represent any particular ocean, or any particular time of
year, or any particular front. However, it may be noted that the peak velocity and horizontal scale of the
frontal jets in Figure 1a are qualitatively similar to the frontal jets observed by Mied et al. [1986] and Pollard
and Regier [1992] in the Sargasso Sea, by Claustre et al. [1994] in the East Alboran Sea, and in the California
Current System by Li et al. [2012]. On the other hand, the velocity magnitudes, velocity gradients, and hori-
zontal and vertical frontal length scales are smaller than those observed in the Kuroshio [e.g., Nagai et al.,
2009] and the Gulf Stream [e.g., Inoue et al., 2010]. Further discussion of oceanic context of the physical ini-
tial condition is presented in supporting information section S3 in terms of nondimensional physical param-
eters [Hoskins, 1974; Gill, 1982; Thomas et al., 2008; McWilliams, 2016]. Although the sensitivity of the results
to the physical parameters of the initial condition is not explicitly explored with 2-D sensitivity simulations
here, theoretical arguments, which are developed throughout the paper, provide insight into how the bio-
geochemical response depends on the physical parameters that characterize the front.

2.2. Biogeochemical Model and Initial Conditions
The physical model is coupled to a four-component nutrient, phytoplankton, zooplankton, and detritus
(NPZD) biogeochemical model [e.g., Fasham et al., 1990]. The biogeochemical model equations, which
appear in supporting information section S4, are slightly modified from those of Powell et al. [2006], which
are implemented in the publicly available version of ROMS. The model parameters, which are presented in
supporting information Table S1, differ significantly from those of Powell et al. [2006] so that the biogeo-
chemical equilibrium in a 1-D column with a modest background vertical diffusivity Kz5231025 m2/s (i.e.,
Figure 1b) is crudely representative of an idealized nutrient-limited open ocean in the midlatitudes. Yet, the

Figure 1. The initial conditions for (a) the physical model and (b) the biogeochemical model. The velocity field (color) is in thermal wind
balance with the density field (thin black lines every 0.2 kg/m3), and a free surface displacement (not shown) cancels the baroclinic pres-
sure gradient leading to a level of no motion at the bottom. The surface density difference across the front is about.35 kg/m3 and the back-
ground @b=@z5231025 s22. The initial phytoplankton, zooplankton, detritus, and nutrient (P, Z, D, and N) are horizontally uniform and are
initially in a sinking-diffusion equilibrium. The high-diffusivity SBL depth Hsbl, which is defined by KPP, after 3 h of forcing by a stress sx5

0:18 N/m2 is shown in magenta in Figure 1a.
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biogeochemical model is not tuned to represent any specific ocean at any specific time of year, and the
qualitative results may apply anywhere deep nutrients limit phytoplankton growth in the euphotic zone.

The biogeochemical initial condition for the 2-D model consists of the horizontally uniform profiles in Figure
1b and is characterized by an equilibrium (i.e., steady state) subsurface phytoplankton maximum (SPM).
This initial condition for the 2-D model is obtained from a 10 year simulation with only a constant vertical
diffusivity Kz5231025 m2/s driving vertical fluxes of the biogeochemical constituents in a 1-D column on
the same stretched vertical grid as the 2-D model and initial N 5 14 mmol N/m3 and P; Z;D52 mmol N/m3.
An interpretation of this equilibrium in the initial condition, which manifests as a balance primarily between
sinking detritus and upward diffusion of nutrient, was given by Riley et al. [1949], but see also the recent
review by Cullen [2015] and the references therein. Although a SPM appears with a wide range of NPZD
model parameters and in many different oceanic regimes, the detailed structure, such as the depth, thick-
ness, and magnitude of the maximum phytoplankton concentration in the SPM are controlled by the
modeling choices made here [e.g., Beckmann and Hense, 2007]. The biogeochemical model parameters are
chosen so that the SPM depth is within the range of observed SPM depths. An explicit description of how
variations in the model parameters modify the initial profile and the SPM is included in supporting informa-
tion section S4.1 [Franks et al., 1986; Steele and Henderson, 1992; Edwards and Brindley, 1999; Edwards and
Yool, 2000]. Although the sensitivity of the results to the biogeochemical model and model parameters is
not explicitly addressed with 2-D sensitivity simulations here, a discussion of how the biogeochemical
response to wind forcing depends on the depth of the initial SPM and hence the biogeochemical model
parameters is in section 3.2 below.

2.3. Forcing the Two-Dimensional Model
Unless otherwise stated, the wind stresses are specified as spatially uniform surface stress boundary condi-
tions with the different time-dependent forms given in Table 1, the vertical mixing coefficients are set inter-
nally by KPP for density and momentum, and biogeochemical variables are mixed with the same vertical
diffusivity as density. However, in some cases (e.g., CM, VM, and VMT in Table 1) the vertical viscosity mz

and/or diffusivity Kz are specified externally via input, rather than internally via KPP. All other model parame-
ters—with the exception of the surface stress and the vertical mixing scheme—are the same in all 2-D simu-
lations in order to isolate the effects of the wind. Table 1 contains a list of the forcing functions and mixing
schemes for all the 2-D simulations that are discussed in this paper.

2.4. One-Dimensional Model
Oscillatory winds naturally induce a mostly oscillatory physical response, and the time mean physical
response to the oscillatory forcing emerges only as a smaller residual. Some important questions arise in
this context: what are the average biogeochemical effects of purely oscillatory vertical transport [e.g., Hollo-
way, 1984]? How do the time-integrated biogeochemical effects due to the purely oscillatory vertical trans-
port compare with the time-integrated biogeochemical effects due to the time-mean or forcing-period-
averaged vertical transport in a front? These questions are addressed in section 4 with the aid of a 1-D
advection-diffusion physical model coupled to the same biogeochemical model used in the 2-D
simulations.

The 1-D model is implemented in Matlab [see Whitt, 2017a], as described in supporting information section
S5, in order to facilitate rapid exploration of the biogeochemical response to different combinations of oscil-
latory and mean vertical motions, different vertical diffusivities, and different biogeochemical parameters.
Although the 1-D model grid and numerical differentiation are not identical to those of the 2-D model, the
number of grid points in the 1-D model is sufficiently large and the domain sufficiently deep that the 1-D
simulation results are effectively unchanged if the grid spacing is doubled and the domain depth is doubled
(supporting information Figures S1 and S2). Hence, the numerical implementation of the 1-D model should
not have any significant implication for the results.

The biogeochemical fields in the 1-D model are advected by imposed vertically uniform vertical velocity
time series w(t), which are derived from time series of Lagrangian drifter displacements obtained from the
online advection of an array of 38 virtual Lagrangian drifters in the 2-D simulations. The drifters are initially
evenly spaced from y5212:5 to 1 12.5 km at z 5 2105 m (below the SXL) and advected forward in time
online during a 2-D simulation by the full velocity field using a fourth-order Milne predictor [Abramowitz
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and Stegun, 1964] and a fourth-order Hamming corrector scheme [Hamming, 1973]. The drifter positions are
saved every hour; supporting information Figure S4 shows the drifter trajectories in the XW simulation (see
Table 1) before any additional postprocessing. This Lagrangian approach is used to define the Eulerian verti-
cal velocity in the 1-D model because the Eulerian mean vertical velocity derived from the 2-D model can—
in some circumstances—misrepresent the mean vertical circulation that drives tracer fluxes in a flow domi-
nated by perturbations, for example when the generalized Stokes drift is significant [e.g., Andrews and McIn-
tyre, 1978; Plumb, 1979].

The postprocessing steps to construct the vertical velocities for input into the 1-D model are as follows: first,
the array of 38 drifters is used to obtain 25 time series of Lagrangian vertical displacement fðyi; tÞ, one for
each cross-front kilometer from y15212 km to y255112 km. Each fðyi; tÞ represents the average vertical
displacement of the group of drifters that are initially within 6500 m of yi (one or two drifters per group).
Then, the fðyi; tÞ is time-filtered with a 48 h moving average to eliminate high-frequency inertia-gravity
waves (which are nonnegligible at the beginning of the simulations) and retain the low-frequency Ekman
suction. Third, a discrete time derivative is applied to obtain the vertical velocity wðyi; tÞ5dfðyi; tÞ=dt.
Fourth, the Lagrangian mean vertical velocity hwiðyiÞ is calculated at each yi, where hwiðyiÞ5 1

T

Ð T
0 wðyi; tÞdt

with T � 72 days or nine forcing periods, and the perturbation vertical velocity is calculated as
wðyi; tÞ2hwiðyiÞ.

Then, for a given 2-D simulation, three sets of 25 1-D simulations are executed: in one set the vertical advec-
tion is by the full vertical velocity w(t), in a second set the vertical advection is by the time-mean vertical
velocity hwi, and in a third set the vertical advection is by the perturbation vertical velocity wðtÞ2hwi. In all
cases presented here, the vertical diffusivity in the 1-D simulations is set to a background constant Kz523

1025 m2/s. Each 1-D simulation represents a 1 km wide region (in y) of the primary 2-D simulation where
the relevant drifters were initialized.

3. Transient Constant Wind

This section analyses the transient physical and biogeochemical response to a wind with a constant stress
at a modest amplitude sx50:06 N/m2 (equivalent to a wind speed of about 6 m/s at 10 m height) main-
tained for 8 days; this wind scenario is referred to as the constant wind (CW) scenario in Table 1. Although
the wind stress is always unsteady in the real ocean, several previous model-based process studies of bio-
geochemistry at fronts have focused on the biogeochemical response to transient periods of constant wind
stress [e.g., Franks and Walstad, 1997; Nagai et al., 2008; Mahadevan et al., 2008]. To our knowledge, no pre-
vious study has explicitly explored the biogeochemical response to a purely oscillatory (i.e., zero time mean)
wind at a front (except the companion study Whitt et al. [2017]) (but see Mahadevan et al. [2010]; Siedlecki
et al., [2011, 2012]). Hence, the results of this paper begin with an analysis of the simpler and more familiar
CW simulation before analyzing simulations with oscillatory wind forcing. This CW simulation and the asso-
ciated analysis serve as a point of reference, to which the simulations forced by oscillatory and realistic
wind can be compared.

3.1. Description of the CW Simulation
The magnitude of the wind stress in the CW simulation is not sufficiently strong to drive SXLs deep enough
to modify the nutrient N or phytoplankton P concentration distributions outside the front. Hence, the verti-
cal profiles of N and P remain essentially unchanged outside the front throughout the 8 day simulation.
However, the wind induces N and P anomalies at the fronts by driving vertical velocities at the nutricline
and by driving entrainment of nutrient into deep SXLs, which vary across the fronts and reach their deepest
depths on the less dense side of the front centered at y5660 km (Figures 2 and 3).

At both fronts, the vertical displacements of the nutricline and the associated N anomalies below the SXL
exhibit a tripolar structure (Figures 2e and 2f), which is characteristic of vertical advection by Ekman suction
[e.g., Stern, 1965; Niiler, 1969; Stern, 1975; Lee et al., 1994],

wEk5
@MEk

@y
; (1)

where the generalized cross-front Ekman transport
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MEk52
sx

q f 2 @u
@y

� � : (2)

Even when the along-front stress does not vary across the front, as in all the simulations presented in this
paper, MEk varies across the front due to variations in the absolute vertical vorticity f 2@u=@y at the surface,
which is between 0:3f and 1:7f at the start of the simulations. The divergence of the Ekman transport drives
Ekman suction. When the wind is down-front (i.e., in the same direction as the geostrophic frontal jet cen-
tered at y5660 km), the nutricline rises near the middle of the front and descends near the flanks (near y5

650 km, see Figure 2f). When the wind is up-front (i.e., opposite to the geostrophic jet centered at
y 5 0 km), the nutricline descends near the middle of the front and rises near the flanks (near y5610 km,
see Figure 2e). After 4 days, the locations where the nutricline has risen are associated with positive anoma-
lies in N and P at the SPM and increased depth-integrated phytoplankton biomass Pint5

Ð 0
z521000 Pdz,

whereas the locations where the nutricline has descended are associated with negative anomalies in N and
P at the SPM and reduced Pint (Figures 2c–2h).

Figure 2. Snapshots of the biogeochemistry on day 4 in the CW scenario. (left) The front centered at y 5 0 km, where the wind points up-
front, and (right) the front centered at y5660 km, where the wind points down-front. (a and b) Wind stress time series, (c and d) phyto-
plankton concentration P, and (e and f) nutrient concentration anomaly, i.e., Nðt54 dÞ2Nð0Þ. Overlaid in Figures 2c–2f are density con-
tours every.025 kg/m3 in black, the depth of the N 5 15 mmol/m3 nutrient isopleth HN515 in white, and the high-diffusivity SBL depth Hsbl

in magenta. (g and h) Full-depth-integrated phytoplankton Pint in red, zooplankton Zint in blue, and detritus Dint in orange.
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The cross-front average Pint increases with time in both fronts in the CW simulation. However, the
cross-front-average Pint increases more rapidly at the front forced by down-front wind compared to the
front forced by up-front wind (cf., Figures 2g and 2h). In fact, after 8 days of down-front wind, Pint is
10–15 times larger on the less dense side of the front than outside the front or at the initial time (Fig-
ure 4f). In contrast, after 8 days of up-front wind Pint is at most a factor of 2 larger than outside the
front (supporting information Figure S12 shows the same plots as Figure 2, but after 8 days; the results
are qualitatively similar but the net biogeochemical impacts of the vertical transport are greater).

Down-front wind induces a greater increase in Pint than up-front wind because there is a large and sus-
tained vertical flux of nutrient into the SXL on the less dense side of the front after about 4 days of down-
front wind, which does not occur under up-front wind (see Figures 2 and 3 and supporting information Fig-
ure S12). The nutrient flux to the SXL under down-front wind can be categorized into two types in this simu-
lation: (1) an entrainment flux of nutrient into the highly-diffusive SBL (Figures 3f and 4e), see Appendix A
for a precise statement of the definition of entrainment, which is essentially the same as in Stevenson and
Niiler [1983]), and (2) a vertical advective flux associated with narrow cells of strong upwelling and downw-
elling characteristic of forced SI (Figures 3b and 4d). Both types of flux depend sensitively on the depth of
the SXL.

Figure 3. Snapshots of several physical variables on day 4 of the CW scenario. (left) The front centered at y 5 0 km, where the
wind points up-front, and (right) the front centered at y5660 km, where the wind points down-front. (a and b) Vertical veloc-
ity (note the different color bar axes), (c and d) potential vorticity (PV) q/f (q is defined in (4)) (negative PV is white; note the
different color bar axes), and (e and f) vertical diffusivity Kz. All plots have density contoured every.025 kg/m3 in black, the
depth of the N 5 15 mmol/m3 nutrient isopleth HN515 in white, the high-diffusivity SBL depth from KPP Hsbl in magenta, the
theoretically predicted low-PV layer H�q in cyan dashes (derived by integrating (6)), and the simulated low-PV layer depth H�q in
green line.
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The SXL is deeper in the front forced by down-front wind primarily because the Ekman buoyancy flux,

EBF5
2sx

qf
@b
@y
; (3)

reduces the buoyancy and stratification at the front forced by down-front wind, whereas the EBF increases the
buoyancy and stratification at the front forced by up-front wind [e.g., Franks and Walstad, 1997; Thomas, 2005;
Thomas and Ferrari, 2008; Taylor and Ferrari, 2010; Mahadevan et al., 2010]. Taylor and Ferrari [2010] suggest a
mathematical model for the depth of the SXL at a spatially uniform front (i.e., with constant initial @b=@y and
2@u=@y50). However, the model of Taylor and Ferrari [2010] fails to completely characterize either the magni-
tude or the spatial structure of changes in the SXL that occur in the CW simulation due to cross-front variations
in e.g., @b=@y and 2@u=@y at an isolated front (see supporting information Figure S11).
3.1.1. Modeling Entrainment at an Isolated Front
To address the limitations of the model for SXL deepening given by Taylor and Ferrari [2010], a new model
for SXL deepening under a destabilizing EBF is derived in Appendix B, which adds the essential physics asso-
ciated with cross-front variations in the vertical vorticity of the frontal jet to the model given by Taylor and
Ferrari [2010]. In this model, the SXL depth is defined to be the deepest depth H�q , over which the depth-
integrated potential vorticity (PV)

Figure 4. Time series of physical and biogeochemical variables at the front forced by down-front wind in the CW scenario. (a) The wind
stress sx and (b) the Ekman buoyancy flux EBF (defined in (3)) averaged from y 5 40 to 240 km. (c–f) Focus on the less dense side of the
front, where the surface mixing layer is deepest (i.e., from y 5 50–57.5 km, see Figure 2d). (c) The deepest SBL depth Hsbl (magenta)

and deepest low-PV layer depth H�q (green), (d) the root-mean-square (rms) vertical velocity
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðw2wpÞ2

q
(blue) and nutrient flux

ðw2wpÞðN2NpÞ (red) associated with narrow SI cells (see also Figure 3b), (e) the mean nutrient entrainment flux F1
en (see (A10)), and

(f) the mean depth-integrated phytoplankton Pint. In Figure 4c, the perturbations are from fourth order polynomial fits to w(y) and N(y)
over y 5 50–57.5 km at each 3 h time interval, which are indicated by a superscript p. The mean values of the rms vertical velocity and
vertical nutrient flux over model depth levels from z 5 – 80 to 255 m are plotted in Figure 4c.
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is zero, that is ð0

H�q

q dz50; (5)

which is shown in Figure 3 (note that H�q is defined to be negative and is referred to as the low-PV layer).
This low-PV definition of the SXL is motivated by the idea that wind-driven turbulent mixing in the SXL and
down-front winds in particular induce negative PV (e.g., Figure 3d), which is restored toward zero on a rela-
tively short timescale �1=f by SI [e.g., Hoskins, 1974; Thomas, 2005; Taylor and Ferrari, 2010] that transports
high-PV water up from the pycnocline along slanted isopycnals (see Figures 3b and 3d).

The time evolution equation for H�q is derived by integrating the flux form of the PV equation [e.g., Marshall
and Nurser, 1992; Thomas, 2005] over the depth H�q using the Leibniz rule and some assumptions (see Appen-
dix B). In addition to the physical motivation based on SI, the definition (5) is also beneficial mathematically
because it results in the exact elimination of explicit horizontal advective fluxes of potential vorticity by the
depth-integrated cross-front flow in the low-PV layer. The resulting model represents SXL deepening due to
the simultaneous action of Ekman suction [e.g., Stern, 1965; Niiler, 1969; Stern, 1975] and entrainment due to SI
[e.g., Straneo et al., 2002; Taylor and Ferrari, 2010]. The associated differential equation,

@H�q

@t
5wEk1wen5

@MEk

@y|ffl{zffl}
suction velocity

1
f 2EBF

qðH�qÞH�q|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
entrainment velocity

; (6)

can be integrated to obtain H�qðy; tÞ assuming @u=@y; @b=@y and qðH�qÞ are known functions of y and the
initial H�qðyÞ is also known. Solutions can be written in closed form using the Lambert W function [Corless
et al., 1996] or obtained via numerical integration. Once H�qðy; tÞ is obtained, one can obtain the time-
integrated entrainment velocity at any time t, i.e.,

Ð t
0 wenðy; sÞds, which is directly related to the time-

integrated flux of water across the base of the low-PV layer.

Comparing the predicted depth H�q from (6) to the simulated depth H�q from the CW simulation provides a
means for testing the applicability of the approximations that lead to (6). In order to apply (6) to the CW
simulation, the coefficients are obtained from the initial u(y), b(y), and q(y) at z 5 2100 m, and the stratified
Ekman depth of Pollard et al. [1972], H�qðt50Þ5HEk521:7

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jsx j=qNf

p
5220 m, is used as an initial condition.

With those inputs, the theoretically predicted H�qðy; t54 daysÞ after four days of down-front wind is shown
in Figure 3. The theoretical prediction is qualitatively consistent with the values for H�q obtained from the
CW simulation over the same time period, which suggests that the theoretical model for H�q provides useful
information about the essential physics of the response to down-front winds in the CW simulation.

The success of the full model (6) compared to reduced forms of (6) that neglect either Ekman suction or
cross-front variations in relative vertical vorticity (see supporting information Figure S11), suggests that
both H�q and the associated time-integrated entrainment velocity

Ð t
0 wenðsÞds depend significantly on wEkðyÞ

and 2 @u
@y yð Þ in the CW simulation. Indeed, supporting information Figure S11 shows that the effects of

cross-front variations in relative vertical vorticity shift the cross-front location of the deepest SXLs toward
the less dense side of front by about 7 km and deepen the deepest SXLs by more than 50% after 4 days in
the CW simulation. Moreover, the effects of variable vertical vorticity in (6) result in a doubling of the magni-
tude of the maximum time-integrated entrainment velocity over 4 days, i.e., max y j

Ð t54
0 wenðsÞdsj, which

depends on the vertical vorticity explicitly via qðH�qÞ (as in (4)) and implicitly via H�q . A more detailed analysis
of the physics of the interaction between Ekman suction and entrainment at a front is beyond the scope of
this paper and will be reported elsewhere. However, the following section uses the results of the CW simula-
tion and the mathematical model (6) to develop a more general list of conditions that facilitate a strong
phytoplankton response to a wind event at a front.

3.2. Conditions Favoring Phytoplankton Biomass Accumulation in Response to Wind at a Front
The CW simulation considered here demonstrates that a modest-amplitude wind event, characteristic of
synoptic-to-planetary scale atmospheric variability, can significantly enhance nutrient fluxes to the euphotic
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zone and phytoplankton biomass at a front in a nutrient limited ocean. It may be noted that the depth and
gradient of the nutricline, which depend on the parameters of the biogeochemical model (see section 2.2
and supporting information section S4.1), are crucial factors that precondition the response of Pint to vertical
transport. In particular, both Ekman suction and wind-driven mixing are associated with surface-intensified
vertical transport (Figure 3), so the upward flux of nutrients due to either process depends sensitively on
the depth and gradient of the nutricline. Furthermore, even under identical physical and biogeochemical
initial conditions, the spatial distribution and magnitude of the change in P to a wind event differs substan-
tially depending on the wind direction (Figure 2 and supporting information Figure S12), which significantly
impacts vertical transport at a front (Figure 3). The remainder of this section synthesizes the simulation
results and theory into a summary of the physical conditions that facilitate deep SXLs, strong Ekman suction
velocities and hence larger nutrient fluxes and more phytoplankton biomass accumulation at fronts forced
by winds in nutrient-limited oceans.

In the CW simulation, the largest increases in Pint occur where nutrient is entrained into deep SXLs at the
front forced by down-front wind, because boundary layer turbulence drives much larger vertical tracer
fluxes than Ekman suction. These specific results support a more general hypothesis: fronts modulate the
SXL depth and deeper SXLs are associated with enhanced nutrient fluxes and enhanced phytoplankton
growth in nutrient limited conditions. Three physical ingredients facilitate deeper wind-driven SXLs and
hence enhanced vertical nutrient fluxes via turbulent mixing at fronts:

1. strong and/or sustained down-front winds,
2. strong horizontal buoyancy gradients at the surface, and
3. low potential vorticity just below the SXL.

Together these three physical ingredients are associated with both large and negative time-integrated
entrainment velocities

Ð t
0 wenðsÞds and hence deeper SXLs. The first two ingredients are associated with

large time-integrated Ekman buoyancy fluxes
Ð t

0 EBFðsÞds (EBF is defined in (3)), that is greater losses of
buoyancy due to the cross-front Ekman transport. Low potential vorticity (defined in (4))—due to low strati-
fication, strong anticyclonic vertical vorticity (2@u=@y � 2f ), and/or steep isopycnal slopes—increases the
sensitivity of the SXL depth to wind-driven buoyancy loss via EBF.

In the CW simulation, Ekman suction is the primary contributor to the total phytoplankton response in the
front forced by up-front wind. At this front, SXLs do not reach the nutricline, and the vertical tracer fluxes
associated with Ekman suction are larger than those associated with the weak parameterized turbulent mix-
ing in the pycnocline (where Kz � 231025 m2/s). Although the fronts are associated with both upwelling
and downwelling (i.e., suction and pumping), the increase in Pint due to Ekman suction (i.e., upwelling) is
greater than the decrease in Pint due to Ekman pumping (i.e., downwelling), hence the cross-front-averaged
Pint increases in both fronts. These results support another more general hypothesis: where the SXL is shal-
lower than the nutricline, Ekman suction drives upwelling and advective nutrient flux to the euphotic zone
below the SXL and therefore enhances phytoplankton growth at the SPM at fronts in nutrient limited condi-
tions. Three physical ingredients facilitate stronger Ekman suction velocities at fronts:

1. strong/sustained along-front wind stress,
2. large spatial variations in the absolute vertical vorticity of the frontal jet, and
3. a small SXL depth relative to the depth of the frontal jet.

Together, these three physical ingredients are associated with larger wind-driven vertical displacements
below the SXL due to Ekman suction, i.e.,

Ð t
0 wEkðsÞds. The first ingredient is associated with large cross-front

Ekman transports, whereas the second two ingredients cause the cross-front Ekman transport to be diver-
gent. The last condition, which holds in the simulation but not always in the real ocean, is not a conse-
quence of (1), but rather is a required assumption made during the construction of the Ekman suction
model (see section 8.2 of Stern [1975]).

4. Oscillatory Wind

In the real ocean, the Ekman suction velocity and Ekman buoyancy flux vary in time, primarily due to
changes in the wind stress direction and amplitude, but also due to temporal variations in the spatial orien-
tation of the fronts in the ocean [e.g., Thomas et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2016]. Hence, a question arises:
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what is the time-integrated effect of synoptic-to-planetary-scale wind oscillations on entrainment, pump-
ing/suction, nutrient fluxes, and phytoplankton biomass distributions at a front? The definitions of wEk (2)
and EBF (3) integrate to zero if the background horizontal buoyancy and velocity gradients are assumed
constant in time and the wind stress integrates to zero. If, in addition, the potential vorticity in the pycno-
cline is assumed to be constant in time, then the time-integrated change in H�q in (6) is also theoretically
zero. Hence, the time-integrated physical and biogeochemical effects of an oscillatory spatially uniform
wind stress over a front are expected to be small to a first approximation. However, the CW simulation
results show that the large increase in Pint in response to a transient period of down-front wind is associated
with irreversible turbulent mixing, which suggests that oscillating along-front winds with zero time-mean
stress might have a substantial impact on biogeochemistry at a front due to deep mixing in the SXL that
occurs when the wind stress is pointed down-front. In addition, persistent oscillatory vertical transport may
induce changes in the time-averaged partitioning of Nint1Pint1Zint1Dint between the four biogeochemical
constituents due to nonlinearities in the biogeochemical reactions.

This section explores the physical and biogeochemical response to oscillatory winds with frequencies and
amplitudes characteristic of synoptic-to-planetary scale atmospheric variability using the same 2-D model
configuration used in section 3. The analysis focuses primarily on one simulation, which is forced by an
oscillatory along-front wind stress sx5:18cos ð:09ftÞ N/m2 with an 8 day period (the equivalent peak wind
speed is about 10.5 m/s at 10 m height), although some other 2-D sensitivity simulations are also presented.
This primary simulation is labeled XW (for x winds) in Table 1.

4.1. Description of the XW Simulation
The maximum magnitude of the wind stress in the XW simulation is 3 times larger than in the CW simula-
tion (0.18 compared to.06 N/m2) and the equivalent maximum magnitude of the wind speed at 10 m height
is about 70% greater in the XW simulation than the CW simulation (10.5 compared to 6 m/s). However, the
wind stress is still not sufficiently strong to modify the N or P distributions via mixing in the SXL outside the
front. Instead, as in the CW simulation discussed in section 3, the oscillatory XW wind induces N and P
anomalies at the fronts by driving entrainment of nutrients into deep SXLs and by driving vertical displace-
ments at the nutricline. However, because the wind is oscillatory, the two fronts in the XW simulation
exhibit qualitatively similar dynamics (unlike the two fronts in the CW simulation).
4.1.1. Entrainment and Mixing in the SXL
Unlike the front forced by a steady down-front wind in the CW simulation, the SXLs are shallower in the
fronts than outside the fronts at most times in the XW simulation (Figure 5). However, deeper SXLs do occur
on the less dense side of the fronts in conjunction with local maxima in the time-integrated EBF,

max
t

ðt

0
EBFðsÞds; (7)

which occur after periods of down-front wind stress when the buoyancy and stratification at the front are low-
est, for example at t 5 6 days in the front centered at y 5 0 km (Figures 5 and 6). In particular, the first maxi-
mum of

Ð t
0 EBFðsÞds at t 5 6 days coincides with the deepest SXLs, SI, and large entrainment, all of which lag

the first maximum in the down-front wind stress and EBF by 2 days in the XW simulation (Figure 6).

The physical and biogeochemical state of the front centered at y 5 0 km in the XW simulation at t 5 6 days
is similar to the state of the front forced by down-front wind in the CW simulation at t 5 4 days because the
time-integrated EBF is about the same in both cases, that is

Ð 4d
0 EBFCWðsÞds �

Ð 6d
0 EBFXWðsÞds. At these times,

the deepest SXLs are in a similar location and achieve a similar deepest depth on the less dense side of the
front (cf., Figures 2d and 5b), the vertical velocity variance and advective nutrient flux associated with SI
occur in a similar y location and have a similar magnitude (cf., Figure 4d with 6d), P has a similar spatial
structure (cf., Figures 2d and 5b), and Pint increases by a similar magnitude compared to the initial time on
the less dense side of the front (cf., Figures 4f and 6f). These qualitative and quantitative similarities high-
light the significance of the maxima in the time-integrated EBF (7) for deep SXLs at fronts, in support of the
results of section 3.2. However, under the oscillatory XW wind, the value of the time-integrated EBF depends
crucially on the phase of the wind stress, not merely the total duration and magnitude of the stress as in the
CW simulation (cf., Figures 4 and 6). These results suggest that the biogeochemical response to oscillatory
wind may be highly sensitive to both the amplitude and frequency of the wind stress, because lower fre-
quencies and higher amplitudes will both yield a larger maximum time-integrated EBF, which leads to
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deeper mixing and a greater biogeochemical response on the less dense side of the front in a single (tran-
sient) down-front wind event (Figure 4). Hence, sensitivity simulations with different wind stress periods
(4–16 days) and amplitudes (0.06–0.24 N/m2) were conducted (see Table 1). The qualitative results of the
sensitivity simulations are similar to those of the primary XW simulation in that the deepest SXLs occur in
conjunction with the first maximum in

Ð t
0 EBFðsÞds and lag the maximum in the down-front wind stress and

EBF. In addition, lower-frequency and higher amplitude stresses are associated with deeper SXLs on the less
dense side of the front, although the relationship is nonlinear (see supporting information section S6).

However, in the primary XW simulation and all the sensitivity XW simulations, physical adjustments
between the first and subsequent forcing periods result in substantially shallower SXLs and less nutrient
entrainment at the second and subsequent maxima in

Ð t
0 EBFðsÞds (at t 5 14, 22,. . . days, see Figure 6 and

section S6). In addition, both the PV at the SXL base and the horizontal buoyancy gradient in the boundary
layer vary significantly within a forcing period (see Figure 5; in addition, supporting information Figure S3
shows several snapshots of the vertical velocity and PV during the first 19 days of the XW simulation). These
changes to the coefficients in (6) within a forcing period introduce physical hysteresis (i.e., memory) that
acts to suppress nutrient entrainment and SI in the SXL after the first period of oscillatory along-front wind.
More generally, this hysteresis acts to reduce the effectiveness of SXL mixing relative to expectations based

Figure 5. Snapshots over the first 18 days of the XW simulation: phytoplankton concentration (color), density (black contours), along-front
velocity (thick gray contours every 0.2 m/s; the jet points into the page and the zero contour is not shown), low-PV layer depth (defined in
section 3, green lines), SBL depth (defined by KPP, magenta lines), and the nutricline depth (i.e., the N 5 15 isopleth of nutrient, white
lines). Time series of the wind stress, Ekman buoyancy flux, and time-integrated Ekman buoyancy flux are plotted in Figures 6a and 6b.
Note that phytoplankton concentrations P < 1022 mmol N/m3 appear as white.
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on the results of section 3, which would naively imply that the first and subsequent forcing periods would
be the same. In any case, SXL mixing contributes minimally to the biogeochemical dynamics after the first
forcing period in the primary XW simulation, hence the remainder of section 4 focuses on how the oscilla-
tory winds drive vertical advection in the pycnocline and thereby modify N and P in the XW simulation.
4.1.2. Advection and Biogeochemical Dynamics Below the SXL
Although vertical mixing in the SXL does not drive strong vertical nutrient fluxes after the first forcing
period, the phytoplankton concentration at the SPM and depth-integrals of all three biogeochemical con-
stituents, i.e., Pint, Zint, and Dint, remain elevated by about a factor of two after nine forcing periods (72 days)
on the less dense side of the front (Figures 7c, 7d, 7g, and 7h). In addition, snapshots of the phytoplankton
distribution as a function of time (Figure 5) and time series of phytoplankton and nutrient anomalies on the
less dense side of the front (Figures 7d and 7f) reveal strong oscillatory vertical displacements at the nutri-
cline/SPM in the XW simulation.

Figure 6. (a) Wind stress, (b) Ekman buoyancy flux (defined in (3)) (red) and time-integrated Ekman buoyancy flux (blue) both averaged
from y 5 – 20 to 20 km, (c) deepest depths of the low-PV layer H�q (defined in (5)) and surface mixing layer Hsbl (from y 5 2.5 to 10 km),

(d) the root mean square (RMS) vertical velocity
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðw2wpÞ2

q
(blue line) and perturbation nutrient flux ðw2wpÞðN2NpÞ (red line) associated

with the high horizontal wave number SI from y 5 2.5 to 10 km (see supporting information Figure S3), (e) the nutrient entrainment flux
(defined in section 3) averaged from y 5 2.5 to 10 km, and (f) Pint averaged from y 5 2.5 to 10 km. In Figure 6c, the perturbations are from
fourth-order polynomial fits to w(y) and N(y) over y 5 2.5 to 10 km at each model depth level from z 5 – 80 to 255 m and each 3 h time
interval. The mean values of the RMS vertical velocity and vertical nutrient flux over all depth levels (thick line) and plus/minus one stan-
dard deviation (thin lines) are plotted in Figure 6c.
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Vertical profiles of the advective nutrient flux convergence averaged over two wind-forcing periods (16
days), that is 2ry;z � ðvNÞy;t

where the overbar denotes an average over y and t, exhibit a dipole structure
with negative flux convergence on the more dense side of the front (i.e., averaged from y 5 215 to 0 km,
see Figure 8a) and positive flux convergence on the less dense side of the front (i.e., averaged from y 5 0 to
15 km, see Figure 8b). This persistent pattern in the forcing-period-averaged advective flux (Figures 8a–8c)
decays only slightly over several forcing periods on both sides of the front. Since the diffusive flux and bio-
logical remineralization profiles are only slightly modified by the forcing after the first forcing period (see
Figures 8e, 8f, 8h, 8i), the convergence of the advective flux below the SPM leads to an increase in nutrient
concentration (Figures 8k and 8l). Hence, the forcing-period-average depth of nutricline rises on the less
dense side of the front and descends on the more dense side of the front (Figures 7e and 7f). However, at
shallower depths on the less dense side of the front, some of the advective flux convergence is balanced by
an increase in the net consumption of nutrients (Figures 8h and 8i), which may sustain a forcing-period-
averaged increase in biomass on the less dense side of the front after the first forcing period (Figures 7c, 7d,
7g, and 7h).

Figure 7. Snapshots (left) and time series (right) of the biogeochemical response to oscillatory along-front wind in the XW scenario. (a and
b) Wind stress, (c and d) phytoplankton P, and (e and f) nutrient anomaly NðtÞ2Nð0Þ. The red bars at z 5 0 m in Figures 7c and 7e indicate
the y 5 3–8 km range, which is averaged to produce (d), (f), and (h). Figures 7c–7f have density contoured every.025 kg/m3 in black, the
depth of nutricline (i.e., the N 5 15 mmol/m3 nutrient isopleth) contoured in white, and the deepest SBL depth max jHsblðy; tÞj (defined by
KPP) contoured in magenta as well as the deepest low PV layer depth max jH�q ðy; tÞj (defined in section 3) contoured in green (the maxima
are over T 5 64–72 days in Figures 7c and 7e, and y 5 3–8 km in Figures 7d and 7f). (g and h) Full-depth-integrated phytoplankton Pint in
red, zooplankton Zint in blue, and detritus Dint in orange as a function of y after the ninth forcing period (g) and as a function of time (h).
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Two hypotheses may explain the forcing-period-averaged nutrient flux and increase in biomass on the less
dense side of the front in the XW simulation:

1. oscillatory vertical transport sustains more biomass on the less dense side of the front due to nonlinear-
ities in the biogeochemical reactions, and/or

2. a residual forcing-period-averaged vertical transport sustains enhanced biomass on the less dense side
of the front.

The following section explores these hypotheses by using both 1-D and 2-D simulations to separate the bio-
geochemical effects of oscillatory and time-mean vertical transport in the XW simulation.

4.2. Separating the Biogeochemical Effects of Oscillatory and Time-Mean Vertical Transport
The results of the previous section show that the less dense sides of the fronts are associated with signifi-
cant oscillatory vertical displacements, a forcing-period-averaged advective nutrient flux to the euphotic
zone, and a sustained increase in biomass in the XW simulation. However, the relative importance of the
large oscillatory vertical displacements and the smaller time-mean vertical transport is unclear. This section
uses the results of the 1-D simulations described in section 2.4 to explicitly separate the biogeochemical
impacts of the large oscillatory vertical displacements from the biogeochemical impacts of small forcing-
period-averaged vertical displacements, both of which may contribute to the forcing-period-averaged

Figure 8. The four terms in the nutrient rate equation (advective flux, diffusive flux, net consumption of nutrient by biology, and rate of change) as a function of time and space. The left
and middle columns show time and horizontally averaged vertical profiles on the more dense (y 5 215 to 0 km) and less dense (y 5 0–15 km) sides of the front, respectively. The num-
bers and line color in the legend in Figure 8a indicate the averaging time for each vertical profile in the left two columns of plots. The right column shows time series of the same four
terms after depth-integrating from z 5 2120 m to 0. Different line colors are associated with different horizontal averages, as indicated in the legend in Figure 8f.
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nutrient flux and enhanced biomass on the less dense side of the front in the XW simulation. In addition, a
2-D sensitivity simulation is used to separate the biogeochemical effects of spatially and temporally variable
vertical diffusion of biogeochemical variables from all other sources of biogeochemical transport in the XW
simulation (including advective transport of biogeochemical variables driven by variable diffusion of density
and viscosity, which will be discussed in section 4.3 below).
4.2.1. Oscillatory Displacements
The oscillatory vertical displacements in the XW simulation can be qualitatively and quantitatively explained
using the Ekman suction model of Stern [1965]. In particular, oscillatory along-front winds drive oscillatory
cross-front Ekman transport MEkðtÞ (defined in (2)), which drives oscillatory Ekman suction wEk (defined in
(1)), and hence oscillatory vertical displacements:

fEkðtÞ5
ðt

0
wEkðsÞ ds5

ðt

0

@

@y
2

sx

qðf 2@u=@yÞ

� �
5
@

@y
2

Asin ðxtÞ
xqðf 2@u=@yÞ

� �
; (8)

where A 5.18 N/m2, x5:09f . It may be noted that the time when jfEk j is maximum coincides with the time
when the wind stress magnitude is minimum and therefore the time when jMEk j is minimum. In addition,
fEk averages to zero over an 8-day forcing period 2p=x by design. The resulting vertical displacements fEk

manifest as oscillatory displacements of the SPM and nutricline depth (see Figure 9). For example, local
maxima in jfEk j occur at t 5 6, 10, 14, and 18 days, as shown in Figures (5 and 7)d and 7f. The root-mean-
square (RMS) vertical velocity at 233 m and the RMS cross-front transport in the SBL, that is MHsbl 5

Ð 0
Hsbl

vdz,
are similar in magnitude and spatial structure to the theoretical predictions for wEk and MEk, respectively,
which are derived from Ekman theory (i.e., (8)) (supporting information Figure S13). In particular, the RMS
vertical velocity exhibits a tripolar structure with the largest peak in the middle of the front, where the RMS
wEk � 10215 m/d, and two smaller peaks at the flanks of the front, i.e., near y5612 km, where the RMS
wEk � 5210 m/d. Time series of virtual Lagrangian drifters initialized at z 5 2105 m show that this oscilla-
tory Ekman suction is associated with a tripolar pattern of oscillatory vertical displacements with an ampli-
tude jfj � 10 m, consistent with (8) (Figure 9a).

In the 1-D biogeochemical simulations with vertical advection by the oscillatory part of the vertical velocity
from Lagrangian drifters, that is wðtÞ2hwi (see section 2.4), the full-depth-integrated biomass Bint5Pint1Zint

1Dint changes rapidly during the first two forcing periods (solid green lines in the top row of plots in Figure
10). The magnitude of the transient changes in biomass during the first two periods of the oscillatory dis-
placements vary with the magnitude of the oscillatory vertical displacements (e.g., at y 5 3 and 5 km in Fig-
ure 10). However, the oscillatory part of the vertical advection does not drive a sustained increase in Bint at
any cross-front location tested. In all four 1-D simulations shown in Figure 10 (i.e., at cross-front locations

Figure 9. (a) Oscillatory fðtÞ2hfðtÞi and (b) mean hfðtÞi vertical displacements of the Lagrangian drifters seeded at z 5 2105 m. The
‘‘mean’’ is computed by time integrating the mean vertical velocity hwðtÞi, which is computed by time-averaging over the first nine forcing
periods (72 days) of w(t). The results do not depend strongly on the precise definition of the average hi; see supporting information Figure
S4 for the raw drifter positions and supporting information Figure S5 for the same variables that are plotted here but with a different defi-
nition for hi.
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y 5 3, 5, 7 and 9 km), Bint is near to or lower than its initial value after 9 forcing periods of oscillatory vertical
advection. Therefore, although the oscillatory vertical advection results in larger oscillatory vertical displace-
ments and can contribute to the rapid increase in biomass during the first two forcing periods observed in
the XW simulation (Figures 5 and 6), the oscillatory vertical displacements cannot explain the presence of
elevated biomass on the less dense side of the front at nine forcing periods (Figure 7).
4.2.2. Mean Displacements
In addition to the strong oscillatory vertical velocity (wEk � 10 m/d), the oscillatory along-front wind induces
a smaller mean vertical velocity hwi � 0:120:2 m/d at the nutricline, which manifests as a slow forcing-
period-averaged drift in the depth of the virtual Lagrangian drifters initialized at z 5 2105 m (Figure 9b; the
Lagrangian mean hi is defined in section 2.4). These Lagrangian mean vertical displacements hfiðtÞ5

Ð t
0hwid

s exhibit a dipolar cross-front structure (Figure 9b), with upwelling on the less dense side of the front and
downwelling on the more dense side of the front, similar to the cross-front patterns of the forcing-period-

Figure 10. The top row of plots show the depth-integrated and time-filtered (8 day moving average) biomass Bint5Pint1Zint1Dint at y 5 3, 5, 7, and 9 km (as indicated in the titles). The
red-dashed line indicates the value obtained from the primary 2-D simulation (XW), the black solid line indicates the value obtained from the 1-D simulation with vertical advection by
the time-filtered Lagrangian drifter velocity initialized at z 5 2105 m, at t 5 0, and at the cross-front y location indicated in the title. The green-dashed line indicates the value obtained
from the 1-D simulation with vertical advection by only the time-average drifter velocity hwi, and the green solid line indicates the value obtained from the 1-D simulation with vertical
advection by only the oscillatory perturbation drifter velocity w2hwi. The middle and bottom rows of plots show the associated time-filtered vertical displacement fðtÞ2fð0Þ (middle)
and vertical velocity wðtÞ5df=dt (bottom) of the drifters at the cross-front position y indicated in the title of the top plot in the column. The solid red lines indicate a 2 day moving aver-
ages, whereas the dashed red lines indicates an 8 day moving averages.
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averaged advective nutrient
flux convergence (Figures 8a
and 8b) as well as the nutri-
ent anomaly below the SPM
(Figure 7f) and Bint (Figure
7h) at late times.

The 1-D simulations forced
by the mean vertical velocity
hwi have a similar Bint as the
2-D simulation at y 5 3, 5,
and 7 km after 72 days
(c.f. the dashed green and
dashed red lines in the top
row of plots in Figure 10).
However, at early times, the
1-D simulations forced only
by hwðtÞi have much smaller
Bint than either the 2-D simu-
lations or the 1-D simulations
forced by the oscillatory part
of the vertical velocity wðtÞ2
hwðtÞi (Figure 10).

On the other hand, 1-D simu-
lations forced by both the

mean and oscillatory parts of the drifter vertical velocity w(t) yield a reasonably close match to Bint in the 2-
D simulations at most cross-front locations tested (cf., the solid black lines and dashed red lines in the top
row of plots in Figure 10). When averaged from y 5 0 to 12 km, the 1-D simulations reproduce the timing
and approximate magnitude of the biomass increase observed in the 2-D simulation (Figure 11). However,
the 1-D simulations yield only a 40% increase in Bint relative to the initial time, whereas the 2-D XW simula-
tion yields a 60% increase in Bint relative to the initial time (Figure 11). Both spatially variable advection and
spatially variable diffusion of biogeochemical variables in the 2-D simulation may contribute to this discrep-
ancy between Bint in the 1-D and 2-D simulations.

The effect of variable vertical diffusion of biogeochemical variables on Bint is isolated from the effects of all
other transport processes by comparing the XW simulation with the 2-D sensitivity simulation with constant
vertical mixing of biogeochemical variables (CM, see Table 1). The CM simulation has the same physics as
the XW simulation (i.e., the same time-dependent wind stress, vertical viscosity, diffusivity of density, and
velocity). However, a constant diffusivity, Kz5231025 m2/s, is applied biogeochemical variables in the 2-D
CM simulation, as in the 1-D simulations. The results show that the time-series of Bint averaged from y 5 0 to
12 km in the 2-D CM simulation more closely matches the time-series of Bint derived from the 1-D simula-
tions than it matches the time series of Bint derived from the 2D XW simulation. Hence, the difference
between the 40% increase in Bint in the 1-D simulations and the 60% increase in Bint in the XW simulation is
primarily attributable to variable vertical diffusion of biogeochemical variables.

In summary, the oscillatory vertical advection induced by Ekman suction is the dominant physical driver of
the rapid transient increase in Bint on the less dense side of the front during the first two forcing periods,
yet the time-mean upwelling below the boundary layer is the dominant physical driver of the elevated bio-
mass below the boundary layer on the less dense side of the front after the first two forcing periods. In addi-
tion, variable vertical diffusion of biogeochemical variables contributes to the enhanced biomass at late
times, but to a lesser degree than the time mean upwelling.

4.3. Separating the Explicit Biogeochemical Effects of the Along-Front Wind Stress From the Effects
of Variable Vertical Mixing of All Variables
This section builds on the results of the previous section by separating the explicit biogeochemical effects
of the along-front wind stress, which drives the cross-front Ekman transport and Ekman suction, from the

Figure 11. Average depth-integrated biomass Bint5Pint1Zint1Dint from y 5 0 to 12 km in the
primary 2-D XW simulation (red) and averaged over the 13 1-D simulations (black) with vertical
velocities w(t) derived from Lagrangian drifters spaced across the same range of y. Stated per-
cent increases in Bint are relative to the initial time. The green-dashed line indicates the aver-
age depth integrated biomass from y 5 0 to 12 km in the 2-D CM simulation (see Table 1),
which is identical to the primary simulation except for the vertical diffusivity Kz applied biogeo-
chemical variables is set to the same constant Kz5231025 m2/s applied to biogeochemical
variables in the 1-D simulations.
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effects of the spatially and temporally variable vertical mixing of all variables, including mixing of density
and momentum, which drives vertical velocities in the front [e.g., Eliassen, 1951; Garrett and Loder, 1981;
Thompson, 2000; Nagai et al., 2006; McWilliams et al., 2015]. The separation is accomplished by comparing
the XW simulation with 2-D sensitivity simulations that have similar spatially and temporally varying vertical
mixing coefficients for all variables but different wind stresses. The hypothesis is that the biogeochemical
response to an along-front oscillating surface stress depends more strongly on the orientation of the wind
and the associated Ekman transport than the spatially and temporally variable vertical diffusivity and viscos-
ity. A corollary to this hypothesis is that the mean vertical circulation and the associated biogeochemical
response discussed in the previous section cannot be explained completely using any theory for vertical cir-
culations driven by spatially and temporally variable viscosity and diffusion of density in the absence of the
explicit wind stress.

The first test of this hypothesis is to compare the XW simulation and the YW simulation, which is identical
to the XW simulation except that the oscillating winds are oriented across the front (in y) rather than along
the front (in x, see Table 1). The comparison focuses on the less dense side of the front, where the increase
in depth-integrated biomass over 64 days is largest in both simulations. Although the average vertical diffu-
sivity and viscosity profiles are similar in the XW and YW simulations (Figure 12b), the vertical displacements
(within a forcing period and averaged across a forcing period) (Figure 12a), the depth-integrated biomass
Bint (Figure 13c), and the advective nutrient flux convergence above z 5 2120 m (Figure 13f) are all substan-
tially reduced on the less dense side of the front in the YW simulation compared to the XW simulation.
In particular, the amplitude of the oscillatory vertical displacements is reduced from jf2hfij � 10 m in XW
to jf2hfij � 1 m in YW, and the Lagrangian mean vertical displacement at 64 days is reduced from about hfi
� 15 m in XW to hfi � 4 m in YW. The percent increase in Bint from 0 to 64 days is reduced from about 50%
in XW to 15% in YW, and the advective nutrient flux convergence above z 5 2120 m is reduced from about 2
mmol N/(m2d) in XW to 0.75 mmol N/(m2d) in YW. In fact, the YW simulation is closer to the NF simulation,

Figure 12. A comparison between three simulations with different imposed forcing parameters, as indicated in the legend in (b): (NF) no
wind forcing, (XW) along-front wind stress sx5:18cos ð:09ftÞ, and (YW) cross-front wind stress sy5:18cos ð:09ftÞ (the same group of simula-
tions plotted in Figure 13). (a) The Lagrangian vertical displacement fðtÞ for a virtual drifter initialized at z 5 2105 m and y 5 7 km, (b) the
average vertical diffusivity profile KzðzÞ from t 5 0 to 64 days at y 5 7 km, (c) the maximum max yDbðy; tÞ at z 5 – 120 m, and (d) the maxi-

mum max yDbðy; tÞ at z 5 0 m, where Dbðy; tÞ5 bðy110 km;tÞ2bðy210 km;tÞ
20 km is a measure of the maximum average cross-front buoyancy

gradient.
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where no wind forcing is applied, than the XW simulation based on these metrics (Figure 13). These results
support the hypothesis that the orientation of the wind and the associated Ekman transport are more impor-
tant for driving the biogeochemical response than the wind-driven variations in the viscosity and diffusivity
(in the absence of the explicit oscillatory along-front wind).

Further support for the hypothesis is presented in the supporting information, where the XW and YW simu-
lations are compared with a time-dependent variable mixing (VMT) sensitivity simulation that has the same
spatially and temporally variable vertical diffusivity and viscosity as the XW simulation but zero surface
wind stress (in the VMT simulation, Kzðy; z; tÞ and mzðy; z; tÞ are model inputs derived from the output of the
XW simulation rather than from KPP). For the same metrics shown in Figure 13, the VMT simulation is closer
to the YW and NF simulations than the XW simulation (see supporting information Figure S10). Hence,
although vertical viscosity and diffusivity of density can drive vertical circulations in the front, the vertical
viscosity and diffusivity of density are not sufficient by themselves (in the absence of the explicit oscillatory

Figure 13. A comparison between three simulations with different imposed forcing parameters, as indicated in the legend in (I): (NF) no wind forcing, (XW) along-front wind stress

sx5:18cos ð:09ftÞ, and (YW) cross-front wind stress sy 5:18cos ð:09ftÞ. Plots show average vertical profiles of (a and b) phytoplankton �P
y;tðzÞ, (d and e) advective flux convergence

2ry;z � vN
y;t

, and (g and h) diffusive flux convergence @=@zðKz@N=@zÞy;t
averaged on the less dense side of the front from y 5 0 to 15 km and from t 5 0 to 16 days (a, d, and g) and

t 5 48–64 days (b, e, and h). The right plots show time series of horizontally averaged (y 5 0–15 km) and (c) full-depth-integrated biomass Bint, (f) advective nutrient flux convergenceÐ 0
z52120m 2ry;z � vNdz

y;t
, and (i) diffusive nutrient flux convergence

Ð 0
z5250m @=@zðKz@N=@zÞdz

y;t
, all of which are averaged every 16 days before plotting.
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along-front wind) to induce the advective nutrient flux and phytoplankton response that occurs in the XW
scenario.
4.3.1. Discussion
The analysis of sections 4.2–4.3 demonstrates that the enhanced time-mean vertical circulation in the pyc-
nocline is the primary cause of the enhanced biomass at the SPM on the less dense side of the front at late
times in the XW simulation. In addition, the analysis rules out some well-known explanations for how winds
drive mean vertical circulations and thereby enhance biomass in the SPM at a front. For example, the wind
stresses in XW, YW, and NF are chosen so that the time-averaged vertical displacement (over an integer
number of forcing periods) due to Ekman suction (defined in (1)) is approximately zero in all cases, so time-
mean Ekman suction cannot explain the mean vertical displacements. Moreover, since the biogeochemical
response in the NF, YW, and VMT simulations differ from the XW simulation, neither SXL mixing nor interior
mixing below the SXL (in the absence of the explicit oscillatory along-front wind stress) can fully explain the
enhanced time-mean vertical velocity and the associated enhanced advective nutrient flux (Figures 13d
and 13f) and enhanced biomass (Figures 13a–13c) in the XW simulation.

However, the vertical velocity below the SXL in the YW and NF simulations can be explained quantitatively
using the theory for a steady frictionally driven vertical circulation,

w � @

@y
mz

f 2

@b
@y

� �
; (9)

in Garrett and Loder [1981]. The 2-D simulations have a nearly constant interior vertical viscosity below the
SXL, mz � 231024 m2/s (the turbulent Prandtl number mz=Kz � 10) [e.g., Large et al., 1994], the horizontal
frontal width scale FW 5 7 km (see supporting information section S3), and the cross-front buoyancy anom-
aly scale is b�5831024 m/s2 (see supporting information section S3). Using these values to scale (9) yields
an estimate for the mean vertical velocity hwi � 0:03 m=d and the mean vertical displacement hfi � 2 m
over 64 days, which is within a factor of two of the Lagrangian mean displacements observed over 64 days
in the YW and NF simulations (hfi�4 m) but substantially smaller than the Lagrangian mean vertical dis-
placement observed in the XW simulation (hfi � 15 m) (Figure 12a).

Since the pycnocline is nearly adiabatic in all these simulations (the vertical diffusivity of density is Kz � 23

1025 m2/s below the boundary layer and the explicit horizontal diffusivity Kh 5 0 m2/s; see Figure 12b),
Lagrangian fluid parcels essentially maintain their density and the mean Lagrangian vertical circulation in
all three simulations is associated with the flattening of frontal isopycnals and a reduction of the horizontal
buoyancy gradient in the front (Figures 12c and 12d). If the stratification N25@b=@z and vertical viscosity mz

are assumed to vary sufficiently slowly in y, then the time evolution of the horizontal buoyancy gradient is
dominated by the differential vertical advection associated with (9), which can be written as a diffusion
equation using (9) [Garrett and Loder, 1981], that is

@

@t
@b
@y

� �
� mz N2

f 2

@2

@y2

@b
@y

� �
: (10)

Using the same pycnocline scales in (10) as in (9) implies @2b
@y@t � 9310216 s23, which is within a factor of two

of the values (1:6310215 s23) derived from the NF and YW simulations but lower than the value derived
from the XW simulation (3310215 s23) (Figure 12c). On the other hand, in the highly viscous SXL at the
front, where mz � 1 to 231022 m2/s and N2 � 1 to 331026 s22 (averaged in time from 0 to 64 days in the
XW simulation), the magnitude of the horizontal buoyancy gradient decreases at a similar forcing-period-
averaged rate in both the YW and XW simulations. Using representative SXL values for mz50:015 m2/s and
N251:531026 s22 in (10) yields @2b

@y@t � 5310215 s23, which is essentially the same as the simulated forcing-
period-averaged @2b

@y@t in the SXL of both the XW and YW simulations (Figure 12d) and significantly faster
than the forcing-period-averaged @2 b

@y@t in the NF simulation where there is no SXL.

In summary, the frictional frontal circulation theory in Garrett and Loder [1981] provides several useful scal-
ings for the vertical velocity and frontal spin-down rate in the XW, YW, and NF simulations. Unfortunately,
neither the frictional circulation theory in Garrett and Loder [1981] nor any other frictional circulation theory
(which does not explicitly include the effects of the oscillatory wind) can provide an adequate prediction of
the faster upwelling velocity (Figure 12a) and faster frontal spin-down rate in the pycnocline (Figure 12c)
under XW wind compared to YW wind, which is responsible for the enhanced Bint on the less dense side of
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the front in the XW simulation (Figure 13c). Some physical mechanisms that may contribute to the more
rapid frontal spin-down under oscillatory along-front wind include shear dispersion (i.e., enhanced horizon-
tal mixing) of the density and/or momentum [e.g., Garrett and Loder, 1981; Young et al., 1982] below the
SXL or other nonlinear or asymmetric aspects of the oscillatory secondary circulation in the cross-front plane
[e.g., Thomas and Lee, 2005]. An analysis of the volume-integrated kinetic and available potential energy
budgets in the front centered at y 5 0 km in the XW, YW, and NF simulations shows that the faster frontal
spin-down rate in XW (Figure 13c) is explicitly associated with a more rapid decay of both the kinetic and
available potential energy [e.g., Holliday and Mcintyre, 1981; Winters and Barkan, 2013] associated with the
front. In particular, the available potential energy is reduced by 8% over 75 days in the XW simulation com-
pared to 5–6% in the YW and NF simulations. Likewise, the kinetic energy is reduced by 20% over 75 days
in the XW simulation compared to 14–15% in the YW and NF simulations (the initial available potential
energy is about 3 times the initial kinetic energy). However, a full investigation of the energetics of the fron-
tal spin-down under unsteady wind is beyond the scope of this paper and will be reported elsewhere; this
work, which highlights the potential biogeochemical significance of the faster frontal spin-down rate under
oscillatory along-front wind, is merely a first step toward that end.

5. Realistic Wind Stress

The results conclude with an analysis of a simulation forced by a realistic wind (RW) scenario (see Table 1),
which brings together all wind directions and all resolved frequencies including a time-mean and high-
frequency near-inertial winds. But the wind stress is spatially uniform, as in previous sections. The analysis
does not explicitly separate the interacting effects of different frequencies in the wind; that analysis is
beyond the scope of this paper (but see Whitt et al. [2017]). Instead, the RW simulation highlights the
robustness of the results developed in previous sections and gives some insight into the relative signifi-
cance of the synoptic-to-planetary scale wind variability relative to other frequencies. The chosen RW stress
time series (plotted in Figure 14a) is derived from summertime measurements of wind speed and direction
about 450 km west of Bermuda at the National Data Buoy Center station 41048 using the algorithm of Large
and Pond [1981]. The front is oriented such that the observed zonal wind points in the along-front (x) direc-
tion and the observed meridional wind points in the cross-front (y) direction. The time-mean stress over 64
days is sx52:012 N/m2 (equivalent to a 2.5 m/s wind at 10 m height), hence the time-integrated stress over
64 days in the RW scenario is approximately the same as the time-integrated stress over 13 days in the CW
scenario (although results are only reported out to 8 days in the CW scenario). In addition, the peak wind
stress magnitude and wind stress variance in the RW scenario are approximately comparable to the peak
wind stress magnitude and wind stress variance in the XW scenario (in section 4).

The results of the RW simulation are consistent with the results of both the CW and XW simulations in that
the vertical profiles of biogeochemical variables are essentially unchanged by the wind outside the fronts,
but Bint is enhanced at the fronts due to enhanced vertical nutrient transport to the euphotic zone there
(Figures 14 and 15).

Like the CW simulation, the physical and biogeochemical dynamics in the RW simulation are strongly
impacted by the time-integrated along-front wind stress, which drives the time-integrated Ekman buoyancy
flux

Ð t
0 EBFðsÞds and time-integrated Ekman suction f5

Ð t
0 wEkðsÞds at the fronts. As a result, snapshots of the

phytoplankton distribution after 30 days of down-front RW forcing are qualitatively similar to snapshots of
the phytoplankton distributions after 4 (or 8) days of down-front CW forcing (cf., Figure 15c with 2d and
supporting information Figure S12d), and likewise for the time-mean up-front forcing (cf., Figure 15d with
2c and supporting information Figure S12c). Due to

Ð t
0 EBFðsÞds, surface mixing layers are deeper, vertical

nutrient fluxes are larger, and Pint is greater on the less dense side of the fronts forced by time-integrated
down-front wind compared to the fronts forced by time-integrated up-front wind (Figure 14). However, the
cross-front average Pint is enhanced at both fronts due to the tripolar pattern of vertical displacements to
the nutricline and SPM driven by Ekman suction (Figure 15), which was discussed in detail in the context of
the CW and XW simulations in sections 3 and 4.

Like the XW simulation, deep mixing and entrainment in the RW simulation are intermittent in time and
depend strongly on the PV in the pycnocline, not merely the magnitude and direction of the wind. For
example, brief periods of relatively-high-amplitude down-front wind, for example on days 9–12, 32–35, and
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53–56, have little impact on the SXL and induce no nutrient entrainment in the front where the time-mean
along-front wind is pointed up-front (Figure 14i). On the other hand, where the time-mean along-front
wind is pointed down-front, even a transient wind event with a small down-front component can induce
deep mixing, SI, and large upward nutrient fluxes at the front, e.g., between days 24 and 30 in Figures 14a–
14e). These results underscore the importance of low PV at the base of the SXL as a preconditioner for deep
mixing and entrainment. Although the PV at the SXL base can be modified by many processes in the ocean,
these simulations highlight the significance of wind-driven modifications to the PV at the base of the SXL:
time-integrated up-front wind is associated with a negative

Ð t
0 EBFðsÞds, which represents a time-integrated

source of PV [e.g., Thomas, 2005] that concentrates in a sharp pycnocline just below the SXL with high PV
and high stratification (Figure 15d). This high-PV layer insulates the nutricline from the effects of intermit-
tent wind events, including down-front wind events, and limits SXL deepening. On the other hand, time-
integrated down-front wind is associated with positive

Ð t
0 EBFðsÞds, which represents a time-integrated sink

of PV [e.g., Thomas, 2005] and preconditions the front for deep mixing. In that case, even a small-amplitude
wind event can trigger SI and drive substantial deepening of the SXL (Figure 15c).

6. Conclusions and Discussion

The results of this paper support the well-established hypothesis that winds enhance upwelling and turbu-
lent mixing at ocean fronts and therefore enhance upward nutrient fluxes and phytoplankton biomass in
nutrient-limited open oceans. In addition, this paper expands our conceptual understanding of the physical
processes that enhance vertical nutrient transport at fronts. The paper makes three main contributions.

First, the largest vertical nutrient fluxes and hence the largest phytoplankton anomalies at fronts occur
when anomalously deep mixing layers penetrate the nutricline at fronts. Section 3 presents a new analytic
theory for the surface mixing layer depth, which is derived from the flux form of the potential vorticity

Figure 14. Time series of several variables (calculated exactly as described in Figure 6) for each of the two fronts in the simulation forced by realistic winds (labeled RW in Table 1), where
the wind stress is derived from summertime measurements of wind speed and direction at a meteorological station about 450 km west of Bermuda, as described in the text. The left col-
umn shows results from the front (centered at y � 0 km) where the time-mean along-front wind sx

t52:012 N/m2 (averaged over 64 days) is down-front and the time-integrated EBF is
positive. The right column shows results from the front (centered at y � 60 km) where the time-mean along-front wind is up-front and the time-integrated EBF is negative. Note that the
y-axes are not the same in both columns here. The phytoplankton distribution P(y, z) at 30 days is shown for the front at y 5 0 km (the left column here) in Figure 15c and for the front at
y 5 60 km (the right column here) in Figure 15d.
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equation and includes the effects of symmetric instability on nutrient transport in the surface mixing layer,
as in Taylor and Ferrari [2010]. The new model adds the effects of variable vertical vorticity and Ekman suc-
tion, which significantly deepen the surface mixing layer and enhance entrainment at an isolated front.
Therefore, these vertical vorticity effects are necessary to accurately characterize the deepest mixing layers,
entrainment, vertical nutrient fluxes, and phytoplankton growth at strong isolated fronts forced by destabi-
lizing down-front wind.

Second, unsteady winds introduce physical and biogeochemical hysteresis (i.e., memory) effects that are
not present in process studies of fronts forced by constant winds. Section 4 uses the results of 2-D simula-
tions to highlight two physical hysteresis effects that modify vertical nutrient transport and phytoplankton
biomass distributions at a front forced by unsteady wind. First, fronts adjust to oscillatory along-front wind
so as to suppress deep mixing and symmetric instability in the SXL, even during periods of destabilizing
down-front wind. Second, oscillatory along-front wind speeds the spin-down of the front and enhances the
mean vertical circulation in the pycnocline below the SXL. In addition, it is shown: (1) that oscillatory vertical
velocities associated with Ekman suction result in transient modifications to the SPM over days to weeks

Figure 15. Snapshots of the biogeochemistry on day 30 in the RW scenario. (left) The front centered at y 5 0 km, where the time-mean
wind points down-front, and (right) The front centered at y5660 km, where the time-mean wind points up-front. (a and b) Wind stress
time series, (c and d) phytoplankton concentration P, and (e and f) nutrient concentration anomaly, i.e., Nðt530 dÞ2Nð0Þ. Overlaid in Fig-
ures 15c–15f are density contours every.025 kg/m3 in black, the depth of the N 5 15 mmol/m3 nutrient isopleth HN515 in white, and the
high-diffusivity SBL depth Hsbl in magenta. (g and h) show full-depth-integrated phytoplankton Pint in red, zooplankton Zint in blue, and
detritus Dint in orange (note the different y axis scales).
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whereas mean upwelling sustains enhanced phytoplankton at the SPM over weeks to months, and (2) that
the mean upwelling cannot be explained by any theory for a frictionally driven frontal secondary circulation
that does not include an explicit oscillatory along-front stress. However, future work is still necessary to clar-
ify the dynamics and energetics of the frontal spin-down and mean vertical circulation under oscillatory
along front wind.

Finally, section 5 presents results from a simulation forced by realistic wind. These simulations emphasize
that, in the right circumstances, fronts can be associated with dramatically larger vertical nutrient fluxes to
the euphotic zone and much greater depth-integrated phytoplankton biomass than the waters on either
side. In addition, the results demonstrate that the vertical nutrient flux and phytoplankton biomass accumu-
lation that result from a synoptic-to-planetary scale wind event at a front depend strongly on the precondi-
tioning of the potential vorticity at the base of the mixed layer, which is modified by the time-integrated
Ekman buoyancy flux and hence past wind events. As a result, deep mixing is intermittent in space and
time and can be decoupled in time from the wind stress, even in the absence of other sources of physical
variability.

These results represent a step toward a more complete understanding of the impact of unsteady synoptic-
to-planetary scale wind variability on biogeochemistry at ocean fronts. However, there are several physical
and biogeochemical model sensitivities that are relevant to biogeochemistry at a front forced by unsteady
wind and have not been explicitly considered in the analysis presented here. For example, it is likely that
biogeochemistry at fronts depends on interactions between the wind-driven physical processes discussed
here and physical processes that have been excluded here, including resolved upper ocean turbulence
[e.g., Taylor, 2016], frontal meandering [e.g., L�evy et al., 2009], mixed layer baroclinic instabilities [e.g., Maha-
devan et al., 2010, 2012], small-scale spatial gradients in the wind stress [e.g., Martin and Richards, 2001;
McGillicuddy et al., 2007; Gaube et al., 2015], as well as other larger-scale oceanic and atmospheric processes.
In addition, the results may be sensitive to the biogeochemical modeling choices, including the spatial
structure of the initial condition [e.g., Franks and Walstad, 1997], and the biogeochemical model and param-
eters more generally. Many of these limitations of the present study can be addressed in future modeling
experiments. Process studies can be readily devised to isolate and build conceptual understanding of the
interactions between particular processes. In addition, larger and more realistic domains are computation-
ally feasible and can be used to explore the aggregated impacts of synoptic-to-planetary scale atmospheric
variability on biogeochemistry in an upper ocean with a field of turbulent mesoscale and submesoscale var-
iability. Alternatively, very high-resolution large eddy simulation models can be coupled to the biogeo-
chemistry model in order to explore how resolved upper ocean turbulence modifies the frontal dynamics
and biogeochemistry at fronts. Finally, remote and in situ observations of fronts can be used to assess the
relationships between unsteady winds and biogeochemistry and to test whether the observations are con-
sistent with existing models (see Carranza et al. [2017] for a recent observational study that focuses on the
role of synoptic along-front wind variability in modifying surface chlorophyll at a front, similar to this study).
In any case, the analysis presented here builds on and supports existing studies that suggest wind-driven
vertical transport at fronts, via both turbulent mixing and vertical advection, has a significant impact on
biology at fronts in real nutrient-limited open oceans. The results presented here, which focus on the role of
unsteady synoptic-to-planetary scale wind variability, emphasize that the biogeochemical impacts of wind
forcing may be rather dramatic at fronts, but that the biogeochemical impacts under realistic unsteady
wind stresses are expected to be very intermittent in space and time.

Appendix A: Nutrient Entrainment

The nutrient entrainment flux and associated entrainment velocity are defined from the equation for the
vertically averaged nutrient concentration in a layer bounded by the surface above and a measure of the
surface mixing layer depth z5H < 0 below, which is not, in general, a material surface (as in Stevenson and
Niiler [1983]). We present the derivation here. In particular, begin with the nutrient evolution and the conti-
nuity equations,
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@v
@y

52
@w
@z

; (A2)

where R represents all reactive terms (see supporting information section S4 for details). Integrate equa-
tions (A1) and (A2) from an arbitrary variable depth Hðx; y; tÞ < 0 to z 5 0 and use the Leibniz rule to obtain:
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where the overbar denotes the depth average over the layer bounded by H, for example �N52 1
H

Ð 0
H Ndz.

Then define the perturbation from the depth average (denoted by a prime) such that the integrated pertur-
bation is equal to zero, e.g., N050 and N5�N1N0, hence �NN050 so that (A3) and (A4) can be rewritten as:
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Then substitute wðHÞ�N2vðHÞ�N @H
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@y , derived from (A6) into (A5) to obtain:
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which can be rewritten,
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where the entrainment velocity is defined to be

wen5
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and the second equality is derived using (A6). In (A9), wen is defined to be positive upwards and negative
downwards and indicates the vertical direction of motion of the surface at depth H due to entrainment. For
example, we say that the entrainment flux is positive when the time tendency @�N=@t associated with
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entrainment is positive, that is when wenð�N2NðHÞÞ is positive, which occurs when NðHÞ > �N and wen is neg-
ative for example. In this paper, we restrict attention to positive entrainment fluxes, that is we consider only

F1
en5H wen �N2NðHÞ½ �f g wenð�N2NðHÞ½ �; (A10)

whereH is the Heaviside unit step function defined by HðxÞ51 for x � 0 andH50 otherwise.

Appendix B: Low PV Layer

The time-evolution equation for the depth H�q is derived without approximation from the flux form of the
PV equation [e.g., Marshall and Nurser, 1992; Thomas, 2005],
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where @=@x50 has been assumed, the viscous PV flux divergence ry;z � F5ry;z � frb3F½ �5ry;z �
0; fFx
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@z ;2fFx
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h i
where F5Dux;y=Dt1f ðk3ux;yÞ1rx;y p=q0 and the diabatic PV flux divergence
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; B5Db=Dt, and the material derivative

D=Dt5@=@t1v@=@y1w@=@z. We then write an exact evolution equation for the vertically averaged poten-
tial vorticity �q over a surface layer of depth jHj that extends from the surface to z 5 H (H is defined to be
negative, but is otherwise arbitrary at this stage),
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where the primes denote a deviation from the vertical average, which is denoted by an overbar, and the
derivation is essentially via the Leibniz rule as in Appendix A. We then define H5H�q , whereby the first line of
(B2) becomes zero and the entrainment velocity,
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can be written exactly as
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where the entrainment velocity wq
en (and entrainment PV flux 2wq

enqðH�qÞ) does not depend explicitly upon
the transport by the depth-averaged flow (the second term in the first line of (B2)) and only explicitly depends
on frictional and diabatic effects (associated primarily with atmospheric forcing) as well as net restratification
or destratification induced by resolved small scale instability or adjustment processes in the low PV layer.

It may be noted that the depth H�q is not equivalent to the definitions given by Thomas et al. [2013] and
Bachman et al. [2017]. In Thomas et al. [2013], the low-PV layer is defined to be the deepest depth where
the bulk geostrophic Richardson number is equal to one, whereas in Bachman et al. [2017], the low-PV layer
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is defined to be the deepest depth where the bulk hydrostatic PV is zero assuming zero relative vertical vor-
ticity. The definition proposed by Thomas et al. [2013] is equivalent to the definition proposed here in the
case that all three of the following conditions are met (and equivalent to the definition of Bachman et al.
[2017] (their (25)) if conditions 2 and 3 of the following are met):

1. the geostrophic force balance is dominant,
2. the vertical relative vorticity 2@u=@y is equal to zero, and
3. the correlations between the perturbations from the depth-average absolute vorticity and buoyancy gra-

dient above H�q are equal to zero. This third condition implies depth integrals of products are equivalent
to products of depth integrals over the low PV layer.

In any case, the exact evolution equation for H�q is given by
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@t
5
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1 wq
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; (B5)

where Mq5
Ð 0

H�q
vdz. In particular, changes in the depth of H�q are due to convergence/divergence of the

cross-front flow in the boundary layer, which induces pumping/suction (i.e., vertical advection) of H�q , and
nonconservative entrainment/detrainment of water into/from the boundary layer.

The exact expression for the entrainment velocity wq
en (B4) is complicated, but might be reasonably approxi-

mated under a steady down-front wind by
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where
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2sx
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is the Ekman buoyancy flux, that is the classic cross-front Ekman transport 2sx
qf multiplied by the cross-front

buoyancy gradient (as in Thomas [2005]; Taylor and Ferrari [2010]; Thomas et al. [2013]). More explicitly, in
going from (B4) to (B6), we have made the following assumptions: (1) that the horizontal advective restratifi-
cation processes and horizontal frictional/diabatic PV fluxes are small compared to the vertical fluxes, (2)
that H�q extends sufficiently deep into the high-PV layer at the top of the pycnocline that frictional and dia-
batic PV fluxes are negligible there (hence Dð0Þ50 and DðH�qÞ50 in this case), and (3) that the frictional PV

flux is constant across the depth of H�q and zero below H�q [such that F zð0Þ52 sx
qfH�q

@b
@y jz50 and F zðH�qÞ50].

The interpretation of the entrainment velocity (B6) is aided by making an analogy between entrainment
induced by a steady down-front wind via (B6) and entrainment induced by a steady surface heat loss from
a convective boundary layer in a stratified ocean without a front. In both cases, the approximate entrain-
ment velocity can be written in a similar mathematical form. In a convective boundary layer forced by air-

sea heat loss, the entrainment velocity is wq
en � f 2

qðHsblÞ
Q

Hsbl
where q5f 2 @b

@z and Q is the air-sea buoyancy flux

(positive upward) [e.g., Deardorff et al., 1969], which becomes (B6) after replacing the surface buoyancy flux

Q with the Ekman buoyancy flux EBF and replacing the f 2N2 with the full PV (4) in the denominator. With
this analogy in mind, down-front wind (positive EBF) reduces the ocean buoyancy content in the front and
drives entrainment of pycnocline water into the boundary layer. On the other hand, up-front wind (negative
EBF) increases the ocean buoyancy content in the front, shoals the surface mixing layer, and drives detrain-
ment of boundary layer water to the pycnocline.

Both isolated frontal jets in Figure 1a are associated with strong cross-front gradients in the absolute vertical vor-
ticity f 2@u=@y, which induces divergence and convergence of the generalized cross-front Ekman transport,

MEk52
sx

qðf 2 @u
@yÞ

; (B8)

which depends inversely on the absolute vorticity f 2@u=@y (as in Stern [1965]; Niiler [1969]; Stern [1975]),
and hence Ekman pumping and suction,
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even when the stress has no gradient across the front @sx=@y50, as in all the simulations presented in this
paper. Under down-front wind, pumping/downwelling occurs on the flanks of the frontal jet and suction/
upwelling occurs in the middle of the jet (see (B9)). Upwelling/suction is reflected in the shallow nutricline
and positive nutrient anomaly in the middle of the front and downwelling/pumping is reflected in the
deeper nutricline and negative nutrient anomalies on the flanks of the front (Figure 2f). The pattern of
Ekman pumping and suction is exactly reversed under up-front wind (the sign is switched in (B9)). Downw-
elling/pumping occurs in the middle of the front and upwelling/suction occurs on the flanks, which is
reflected in both the nutrient and phytoplankton anomalies across the front (Figures 2c, 2e, and 2g).

At a strong front, the depth H�q is modified significantly by both pumping/suction and entrainment. Pump-
ing/suction and entrainment can be considered simultaneously in the time-evolution equation for H�q (B5) if
the cross-front transport in the boundary layer is approximated as in (B8), that is MEk replaces M�q in (B5),
and the entrainment velocity wq

en is approximated as in (B6). Then (B5) becomes
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which can be integrated to obtain H�qðy; tÞ assuming @u=@y; @b=@y, and qðH�qÞ, and the initial H�q are known
and not time-varying. The solution to the nonlinear ordinary differential equation (B10) can be written in
closed form in terms of a LambertW function [Corless et al., 1996] or integrated numerically.
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